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A Letter of Advice
Grade 12 | Trimester 1 | Careers and Future Choices

 Before you read

Discuss these questions.

1) What kind of advice would you give to a student entering Grade 12?
2) What is one thing you wish you had known before starting school this year?
3) Look at the pictures. Think of one piece of advice that is connected to each picture.
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History
Research and write notes on 

the formation of the UAW

Maths Complete Exercises 7-3

English Write a summary chapter 4 of 

Personal 
Development

Write a brief summary of 
my skills for a covering lett
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Al Bateen
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
August 29th, 2014

Dear Anood,

I hope that this letter finds you healthy and happy!  As I know 
you will be graduating next June, thought I would give you some 
advice to help you have a successful final school year.  I was in 
grade 12 many years ago but remember it like it was yesterday.

First of all, you need to take care of your health. It is so important! 
Get lots of sleep, go to bed early on weekdays, always eat 
breakfast and pack a healthy lunch.  If you are sick and miss a 
lot of lessons, it will be very difficult to catch up. This is why you 
must stay healthy.

Next, you need to plan your time carefully. Sometimes it is a 
challenge to balance schoolwork and free time. Of course, you’ll 
want to spend time with your friends, but don’t let yourself fall 
behind on assignments.  Give yourself at least two hours each 
night to study and revise lessons.  

In addition, you should start thinking about your future career. 
Write down your strengths and weaknesses and decide what 
kind of job fits your skills. You can even start working on your 
curriculum vitae. Don’t forget to include your hobbies, for 
example, the books or sports you like, as well as your education. 
Think about what kind of work experience could give you an 
advantage in your chosen career. 

Finally, take time to make memories and enjoy yourself.  Be sure 
to take pictures to remember this year. There will be special times 
you may want to share with your own children in the future.  

I hope you have a wonderful year. Stay healthy and organize 
your time so that nothing stands in your way!  Good luck with 
your university applications!

Your teacher,

Ms. Marcy
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 Reading Comprehension

Choose the correct answer  

1) The main purpose of this text is to __________________________.

A) argue F    B) advise F    C) instruct F    D) recount F    

2) What is the relationship between the writer and Anood?

A) friends F    B) sisters F    C) mother and daughter F    D) teacher and student F    

3) What is the main idea of each paragraph? Write the correct paragraph number.

   enjoy yourself and make memories
   explain the reason for this letter
   best wishes for the future
   plan your time well
   start thinking about your career
   stay healthy

4) What information is NOT in the text? Choose the correct answer.  
A) take pictures F                                        B) plan your time F    

C) study for three hours each night F    D) get lots of sleep F    

5) How does the writer generally feel about Anood? Choose the correct answer.  

A) jealous F    B) reserved F    C) annoyed F    D) caring F    

6) Why is it important to stay healthy?  Support your answer with one detail from the text.

         ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

         ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Vocabulary
A) What is the meaning of the word in italics? Choose the correct answer.  

1) If you miss a lot of lessons, it will be difficult to catch up.

A) are absent from F     B) fail F      C) forget F     D) dislike F
2) Don’t let yourself fall behind.

A) be late F      B) trip F      C) forget F     D) misunderstand F
3) It is a challenge to balance schoolwork and free time.

A) competition F     B) problem F     C) question F     D) hope F
4) Write down your strengths and weaknesses.

A) best points F     B) interests F     C) wishes F     D) decisions F

B) Choose the correct answer.   

The word application is _________________.

A) a verb F      B) an adjective F     C) an adverb F     D) a noun F    
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 Grammar

Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the words in brackets.

1) If you __________ your time well this year, you __________ stressed. (plan, not feel)

2) She __________ late with her assignments if she __________ her homework every day. (not be, do)

3) If they __________ a healthy lunch, they __________ able to concentrate. (not eat, not be)

4) I __________ tired tomorrow if I __________ to bed early tonight. (feel, not go)

5) If Anood __________ a lot of lessons, she __________ . (miss, not graduate)

6) If you __________ pictures of your friends, you __________ looking at them later. (take, enjoy)

 Critical Thinking

1) Think of one additional piece of advice for Anood as she prepares to go to University.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

2) Would your advice for a male student be the same as in this letter, or different? If different, 
explain in what way.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

3) Look at the sequence of advice in the letter. Why do you think the writer organized her ideas in 
this way?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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 Writing

Write a letter of advice to someone who is just about to start a new job. Make notes under 
the headings below. Then write your letter in your notebook.

 Extension

Work in a group.  Make a wall poster with ten pieces of advice for the students in your class 
on how to make the most of Grade 12. Add some illustrations or cartoons.

Name of job:

Appropriate 
behaviour

Inappropriate 
behaviour

How to avoid stress

1) __________________

2) __________________

3) __________________

1) __________________

2) __________________

3) __________________

1) __________________

   __________________

_________________

Be polite to all your 

colleagues




